
Taurus 2021 Horoscope

Over the last couple of decades, the one constant in your life has been 
change over and over again. Fantastic information, Taurus: 2021 brings 
a long-awaited balance to the combination - finally. With Jupiter and 
Saturn coming together in Aquarius and your challenging tenth house, 
you'll be able to turn your visionary thoughts into a few concrete goals 
that you'll pursue with typical Taurus tenacity. Don't worry: with 
innovator Uranus still on the chart until 2026, life will be anything but 
boring. However, if you want to observe consequences for your own 
efforts, you may do so in 2021. Pro tip: Therefore, should you surround 
yourself with things, align yourself with your winning group and VIPs 
(while remaining humble, of course ). Simplify, prioritize, and don't 
settle.

Firm, lasting relationships would be the taste of several Taurus, as well 
as Jupiter and Saturn combined on your stubborn tenth house for many 
2021, you're playing for the long haul. But don't rule out tantalizing 
discoveries! (This sometimes happens within the vessel of a devoted 
commitment, you understand). Not only does bugbear Uranus spend the
year on your sign, making you extra spontaneous, but when Jupiter 
electrifies your vacant eleventh house from May 13 to July 28, you can 
rebel against structures that feel confining. The trick to this? Nourishing 
both your side and your brave side. On November 5, Venus ends a four-
month journey through Capricorn and the adventurous, free-spirited 
ninth house. Cross-cultural connections sizzle and long-distance 
relationships flourish. Looser boundaries can also be enjoyable for most 
couples, but be warned! When your amorous judgment world turns 
retrograde for a few months on December 19, chemistry experiments 
could burst if you rush into anything - or without obvious agreements.

Three of the four eclipses this year bill your money axis, showing hidden
opportunities to make and learn. You work hard for money; make sure it 
returns the favor today by investing in things that increase in value or 
deliver compound interest. Career goals will bring several Tauruses into 
this vicinity of obsession through Jupiter and Saturn in your demanding 
tenth house. Focus on the future, as this could be one of the most 
successful years you've had in over a decade! Are you trying to reinvent
yourself and take a new path? The Jupiter-Saturn combination can help 
you transition. Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater or quit five 
minutes before the big payday. Past adventures are building blocks for 
potential gains, and you could get one last windfall from a job you've 



been doing for decades - especially near the Lunar Eclipse in Taurus on 
November 19!

This is fantastic news for the methodical sign, as you fully grasp the 
game-changing energy of a regular. Then get a practice set up, even 
daily. Along with Jupiter and Saturn equally in your tenth house of 
government, call on specialists like trainers, coaches, and nutritionists if 
you need assistance. Thinking of trying something unsafe, like rock 
climbing or riding your bike through traffic? Learn the right posture and 
invest in the right equipment. This really isn't the time of year to risk 
injury.

Busy bulls won't have enough time to toast the city in 2021, but don't 
let relationships with your VIP friends and family members falter. Block 
out time slots on your calendar, such as Sunday dinners or even 
Tuesday game nights. Planning ahead will likely be crucial, even if you 
only get together once a year or for a seasonal holiday. Along with your 
esteemed tenth house triggered by Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius, 
there's a non-existent line between interaction and networking. Plant 
yourself among people of notable status. Join associations or get 
nominated for the outstanding society. This "one like" transit will 
connect you with brilliant personalities, iconoclasts, and activists!


